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: since 1976 Jurop have been recognised and
distinguished with its unique and exclusive
manufacturing style. The methods used contribute
greatly to the quality and efficiency of our products.
Whether it's pumps, powered units, complete tankers
or components the emphasis is exactly the same.

: we are unique because ours is not a mass
production but each and every item is designed,
and checked at every stage then assembled tested
and proven before being delivered to the customer.

: we are exclusive because we value
the thoughts and views of our customers; we design,
monitor and continuously check with our customers
with those special requirements always in mind.
We continuously provide technical advice and support
directly or by remote communication when needed,
we are always keen to invite customers from
around the world to visit our facilities to view at first
hand the power behind the products.
We are proud of our achievements and will continue
to improve and develop not only our products
and our support service but also our relationships
with our customers.

TEAM JUROP
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Sliding vane vacuum/pressure pumps

Positive displacement lobe
blowers/compressors

Self priming rotary lobe liquid
transfer pumps

Multy purposes vacuum/centrifugal pumps

Grinder/shredder for liquid bio-waste 

Power take off

4-way changeover valves and safety valves

style is reliability

Suction and transfer.
These two simple words to identify a pump
on which we focus our researches on innovations,
improvements and developments.
Jurop pumps are designed to meet any specific
requirement and have a wide range
of applications: agricultural field, industrial, marine
and building industry, civil and environment
branches. 
Thanks to technologies and quality of materials
used our pumps are able to operate in any
environment.

While developing a new pump we achieve an immediate
feedback by severe tests in our laboratory and field tests on
our tankers.
Each pump is assembled according to Jurop methodical
standards and is carefully tested and checked.
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Jurop for every dimension

POWERED UNITS

suction and liquid/sludge pumping units

suction and air compression units

powered grinders/shredders for organics

custom units

EQUIPMENT

VAC
liquid waste suction and transportation.

VAC JET
liquid waste suction combined to high pressure cleansing.

ADR
hazardous waste collection and transport.

recycling
on combined units for filtration, recovering and recycling of dirty waters.

street washing units
for street washing and cleansing.

ATEX
suction and cleansing in potentially explosive environments/atmospheres.

special units
designed and developed upon request for special purpose and use.

ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS

accessories for tankers

vacuum line components

Jurop reserves the right to make changes
without notice.
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